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THE AGENDA

• “Trade and investment policies are becoming essential tools of geopolitics… We call this 
the geopoliticization of trade” (Meunier and Nicolaidis, The geopoliticization of European 
trade and investment policy. in Journal of common market studies, 2019, Vol. 57, No. S1, pp. 
103-113

• What did we mean? What is going on today?
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WHAT DID WE MEAN BY THE POLITIZATION OF 
TRADE? 

1) Politics in trade : Political salience and resisting interference
• The long game of distributive impacts and politics 

• Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) and Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA)

• Investor–state dispute settlement to chlorinated chicken: trade and investment vs public interest

• But: cycles of mobilisation and de-politicisation (Singapore, Japan, Vietnam); growing role of EP; resistance to competence transfer

2) Poltiics through trade: Changing other countries within: “Trade and…” :  your internal fabric and trade

• Product standards writ large: human rights, labour and environmental standards, governance; death penalty

• Lisbon Treaty Article 207, non-commercial objectives 

3) the declining bite of  “power through trade”
• new markets, greater competition and the power of alternatives - Conditionality as neo-colonial or quality stamp?

• The crisis cascade, illiberalism within and the erosion of Europe’s normative power

• Brexit, internal contestation and regional hegemony
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WHAT DO WE MEAN NOW BY GEOPOLITIZATION
OF TRADE? (1)

•
1. From description to strategy: trade policies come to be embedded in power rivalries.

2. Weaponized trade and investment strategies as instruments of geopolitics. Economic warfare means that powerful 
states are looking to project power through their influence over the global economy and through their control over 
multinational corporations.

3. Geo-economics is both a product and a tool of security policies.

4. Plurilateral and regional trade agreements accelerate the multi-polarization of the world increasing  competition 
among regional blocs far beyond trade.

5. Competition between states will be driven by a quest for markets rather than resources, impacting producers of 
natural resources.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN NOW BY GEOPOLITIZATION
OF TRADE? (1I)

•
1. Competition between states in the geo-economic era will be driven by a quest for markets rather than resources, 

impacting producers of natural resources.

2. As global leadership wanes, we wll see the he survival of the regional hegemon will box in countries in their 
peripheries

3. Geopoliticization can designate the discursive construction of an issue as a geopolitical problem (whereby policy 
instruments come to be used to win over allies, overcome foes and restructure the global balance of power.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN NOW BY GEOPOLITIZATION 
OF TRADE? (II1) CHINA

• unfair trade practices, such as dumping and subsidies; 

• ‘going out’ strategy enjoining Chinese firms to invest abroad;

• opaque review regime for inward foreign investments and obligations for foreign firms to partner with local firms, leading to forced transfers of 
know-how and technology; 

• signature of the Belt and Road Initiative, which may lead to debt traps; 

• infrastructure investment in developing economies, notably through the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank; 

• industrial policy, most recently through the ‘Made in China 2025’ programme;

• currency manipulation.

• divide and rule in the EU through targeted investments

• China’s infrastructure-driven alliances: China has massively increased its foreign direct investment and loans to countries where it seeks to 
enhance access to commodities.

Europe’s choice: Human rights  Vs residual responsible stakeholder
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WHAT DO WE MEAN NOW BY GEOPOLITIZATION 
OF TRADE? (1V) BATTLEFIELDS:

• China 

• Trump Tactics: tit for tat, threats of withdrawal (TTIP,  COP, WTO) and zero-sum games (cause 
or symptom) But Trump -- Economic battlefields, trade warfare, strategic investment -tariffs, 
retaliatory measures and counter-retaliation as tools of geopolitical competiition

• Re-alignements and Regions as rival powers – Japan, Australia, Vietnam…

• the EU was looking after for itself and secondarily for the multilateral system.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN NOW BY GEOPOLITIZATION 
OF TRADE? (V- THE EU)

• what can we do to preserve multilateralism while addressing some of the underlying 
geopolitical issues, such as the national security and the economic implications of China 
catching up; and of the challenges by the USA to long-standing alliances and commitments?

• the EU may seem institutionally and politically ill-equipped to thrive in this new world of trade 
relations, yest  a major and equal player in this economically based geopolitical rivalry

• Trade alliances and securing partnerships: 
• Singapore and Vietnam, Mexico, MERCOSUR, Australia and New Zealand.

• The EU–Japan agreement –The Trump defection from TPP (no linkages)

• EU and Foreign Investment Screening and techno-competition -‘Framework for the Screening

• of Direct Investments into the Union’ (European Union, 2019).
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HOW SHOULD WE USE EUROPE’S POWER 
SURPLUS? A NORMATIVE BENCHMARK

• The EU as a weak player in this game (devided and (semi)-principled, champion of 
multilateralism

• … yet with some asset - Biggest market in the world –regulatory diffusion

• WTO: Enforcing and redesigning Multilateral Rules

• From the Single Market to external trade deals: legal empathy and compatibility driven 
agreements

• Brexit as a test-case
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE EU TRADE-
REGULATORY NEXT 

1. Adopt a “compatibility” approach to external regulatory cooperation

2. Set up a coordinating structure on the external aspects of regulatory policies

3. Identify strategic priorities for regulatory cooperation linked to the s climate and digital 
transition: 

4. Explore synergies between trade and regulatory cooperation policies: 

5. Enhance participation of neighbouhood countries in EU regulatory activities: 

6. Reinforce investment focused partnerships with African countries: 
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• The investment agreement vs human rights - Joint targetted sanctions: variation on the target 
(Chinese government officials accused of being involved in human rights abuses in Xinjiang vs 
academic and policy institutions eg Mercator Institute for China Studies (MERICS)

• EU institutions – joined up or balancers?

• Economic competitor AND negotiating partner: market shares, resources, customers, and 
technological leadership VS 

• Systemic Rivalry in Practice: how can we do both?

• The Path to a low carbon world

Back to China
Western Unity vs Strategic Autonomy? Is this really a Dilemma? 
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THE GEOPOLITICS OF THE EUROPEAN GREEN 
DEAL (ECFR)

• Affects relationships with important countries in its neighbourhood such as Russia and Algeria, 
and with global players such as the United States, China, and Saudi Arabia

• engage with oil- and gas-exporting countries to foster their economic diversification

• supply security of critical raw materials

• ‘climate club’ whose members would apply similar carbon border adjustment measures.

• become a global standard-setter for the energy transition, particularly in hydrogen and green 
bonds.

• should promote a global platform on the new economics of climate action, to share lessons 
learned and best practice
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